
Cruiser C1 | Liner Plus

Consummately luxurious. Travel without compromises. MotorhoMes  out  of  pass ion



One luxury class. Two masterpieces.
Cruiser C1 and Liner Plus are the masterpieces among motorhomes in the premium segment. Technical coups that give you 
the liberty that you’re seeking for your style of travelling. This is because, as with all Concorde motorhomes, they combine 
top quality with unparalleled comfort – and you can enjoy individualised, exclusive travelling at the highest level. 

Concorde. passion from tradition. Constant innovation, craftsmanship, and the relentless pursuit of perfection have  
made Concorde the market leader in the premium segment of the motorhome industry. Since 1981 we’ve been designing, 
developing, and building products of the highest quality. With a passion that makes it possible to manufacture absolutely  
top products.



Cruiser C1 starts on page 4

Liner plus starts on page 16
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Concorde Cruiser C1
independence without compromises. the perfect fit for individualists. The Cruiser C1 is the 
flagship among alcoves. And it’s part of a special heritage: Over 15 years ago, Concorde was one 
of the first manufacturers to produce alcove models with double floors. We’ve put our extensive 
know-how to work in designing the Cruiser C1. Including winter-proofing, four especially  
comfortable beds, and an intelligent storage compartment design.

Cruiser C1
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Flexible. But without  
sacrificing comfort.
Living and cooking. A luxury alcove like the Cruiser C1 
offers individualists every option. For instance, with a 
spacious, elegant living room where you won’t lack for any 
amenity while travelling. Just as comfortable as at home, 
wherever you may find yourself. You’ll also discover endless 
variability in the kitchen: intelligently integrated kitchen 
aids and a 190-litre AES refrigerator with separate freezer 
compartment. For total independence while travelling. 

Cruiser C1
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Relaxation. 
And enjoy boundless freedom.
sleeping and revitalising. The alcove is the favourite place for children in a motorhome – in the  
Cruiser C1, it’s a top choice for grown-ups, too: its airy height of more than 70 centimetres offers 
unimagined headroom. And if you need to get out of bed during the night, the floor heating  
throughout the cabin ensures that you won’t get cold feet. 

With its high-quality furnishings, the bathroom in the Cruiser C1 is also a marvel. The fresh-water tank 
holds 320 litres, and the grey-water tank is likewise generously dimensioned with 230 litres. 

Cruiser C1
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TV

TV

TV

TV

Cruiser C1 791 h with bathroom

Cruiser C1 840 hr with premium bathroom

Cruiser C1 840 h with premium bathroom

Cruiser C1 841 L with bathroom

Variety. 
Tailored to your needs.
floor plans in overview. With the Cruiser C1, you can choose from 
among 12 different floor plans with three bedding and two bath-
room configurations. 

Cruiser C1
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TV

TV

TV

TV

TV

Smart Garage

Cruiser C1 890 hsr

Cruiser C1 890 Lr with premium bathroom

Cruiser C1 890 L with premium bathroom

Cruiser C1 891 M with bathroom

Cruiser C1 940 M with premium bathroom

Cruiser C1 940 Lsr with premium bathroom

Cruiser C1 940 Mr with premium bathroom

Cruiser C1 990 G with premium bathroom

Smart Garage
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Concorde Liner Plus
Luxury requires space to unfold. here it is. The Concorde Liner Plus is the measure of all 
things in motorhome construction. With a cabin width of 2.49 metres and a length of up to  
11.50 metres, the Liner Plus is breathtaking from the exterior alone. But its interior assets are also 
impressive: an enormous amount of space and finely crafted, premium materials wherever you 
look. This is how Concorde defines exclusivity in mobile travelling. 

Our design is rewarded by success: Not only does the Liner Plus make an imposing figure, but it 
is also the best-selling motorhome over 7.5 tonnes, making it the champion in its class.

Liner Plus
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Elegance. 
The art of enjoying 
beautiful things.
Living and cooking. Elegance and comfort make 
travelling in the Liner Plus an unforgettable experience. 
Surrounded by premium materials, you’ll enjoy almost 
unashamedly luxurious comfort. This of course also 
includes the latest generation of entertainment media. 

In the perfectly furnished, L-shaped kitchen, you  
can prepare even multicourse meals without a  
problem thanks to high-quality kitchen appliances 
and spacious countertops. 

Liner Plus
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Rest and relaxation.  
Wellness environment on four wheels.
sleeping and revitalising. An oasis of solitude: The beds in the Liner Plus are very generously sized – 
whether the bed configurations in the rear or the optional fold-away bed. With the bed systems in  
the rear using cold-foam mattresses and high-quality spring support, you’ll experience a particularly 
restful sleep.  

shower just like at home: The spacious bath is also luxuriously furnished. High-quality fittings, a 
heated towel rack, and the large shower create a pleasing atmosphere. 

Liner Plus
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Innovation. 
Always at the highest level.
technology. Further proof that our products are leaders in the premium segment of motorhome  
construction. Non-stop advanced development in all areas ensures the most modern travel comfort.  
At the core is the unique Concorde know-how, with often copied but never duplicated thermal,  
double-floor, and drivetrain designs. 

Concorde one-Level Concept. Our idea of elevating the driver’s cabin eliminates the conventional 
steps for accessing the driver zone and creates a single level throughout the entire living room –  
totally self-contained from the cockpit to the rear, with no danger of tripping hazards, depressions, or 
recesses. And with additional room and a higher seating position at the wheel for a greater overview  
of traffic. 

Liner Plus



TV

TV

TV

TV

Liner plus 840 h Lounge

Liner plus 940 Ls Lounge

Liner plus 890 L Lounge

Liner plus 940 M Lounge

Liner plus 990 Ms Lounge

Variety. 
Tailored to  
your needs.
floor plans in overview. Choose from among 14 floor plans, each 
with three configurations for rear bedding and seating arrange-
ments. In addition, we can offer you eight Liner Plus models with a 
garage – for even more independence when travelling.

Liner Plus
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TV

TV

TV

TV

Bar-VersionLiner plus 1090 Ms Lounge

Liner plus 990 G smart Lounge

Liner plus 1150 GMax Mini Lounge

Liner plus 1090 GMax iQ Lounge

Liner plus 1090 G smart Lounge

Liner plus 990 GMax iQ Lounge

Liner plus 1060 GMax fiat 500 / C1 Lounge

CL-Lounge-Version

Liner plus 1130 GMax fiat 500 / C1 Lounge

Smart Garage

Smart Garage

Fiat 500
Garage

Fiat 500
Garage

Mini Garage

Toyota IQ
 Garage

Toyota IQ
 Garage

Liner plus 940 G smart Lounge

Smart Garage



Taste.  
You make the decision. 
fabric combinations. Select from various combinations of leather, 
textile, and microfiber. All materials were manufactured by select 
workshops in accordance with Concorde‘s strict quality requirements. 
Thanks to the large selection, you‘re able to have interior furnishings 
reflect your personal style. And regardless of the choice you make: 
All upholstery matches exceptionally well with the furniture decor 
in your Concorde motorhome.

If you have any questions, please don‘t hesitate to contact your 
Concorde dealer.
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Our drive for 
your passion.
the essence of mobile travel. Products can only be as good as 
the people who make them. We wouldn’t have been able to design 
and build ever more innovative premium motorhomes over the 
past 30 years without excellent employees in all business units. 
All of them work together to create unbelievably beautiful vehicles 
that meet your demands for comfortable motorhomes of the highest 
quality. Always in the pursuit of perfection, with never-waning 
gratification, enthusiasm, and inspiration. This is because they share 
a passion for motorhomes. And this is what we share with you.

Passion
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Concorde reisemobile Gmbh 
Concorde-Straße 2-4, 96132 Schlüsselfeld-Aschbach 

Phone +49 95 55 / 92 25–0, Fax +49 95 55 / 92 25–44 
www.concorde.eu, www.concorde-emotion.de 

email: info@concorde.eu

All information and drawings apply to Concorde motorhomes built beginning in August 2011. Model programme, technical data, and features may vary from country to country. Design implementation is 
based on German roadway and vehicle-registration regulations (Straßenverkehrsordnung, StVO; Straßenverkehrs-Zulassungs-Ordnung, StVZO). We reserve the right to make changes, including without 
prior notification. Your Concorde dealer will be glad to provide you with current information. Please note that some vehicles are depicted with optional features that may deviate from standard packages. 

MotorhoMes  out  of  pass ion


